
The Prosody of Quanti�er Stranding underWH-movement in West Ulster EnglishJim MCloskeyNOTEThis is a ompanion-paper to MCloskey (2000). It deals with ertain prosodi properties ofthe speies of Quanti�er Float that that paper is entrally onerned with. This material wasomitted from the published version of MCloskey (2000) for reasons of spae and on the advieof reviewers. These notes will not be published in any other form than this.IntrodutionThe ore phenomenon dealt with in MCloskey (2000) and also to be onsidered here is thefollowing: there exists at least one variety of English (West Ulster English or WUE) in whihalongside (1), questions like those in (2) are also permitted:(1) a. What all did you get t for Christmas?b. Who all did you meet t when you were in Derry?. Where all did they go t for their holidays?(2) a. What did you get all for Christmas?b. Who did you meet all when you were in Derry?. Where did they go all for their holidays?The quanti�er all in (2a{) is onstrued with the interrogative pronoun and not with thesubjet. That is, the examples in (2) are synonymous with those in (1). The priniple onernof MCloskey (2000) is to develop an understanding of the syntax of (2) and to draw sometheoretial onlusions from that understanding.ProsodyExamples like (2) in WUE have ertain very distintive prosodi harateristis. These har-ateristis are desribed briey in MCloskey (2000) and they are appealed to at a number ofpoints in trying to aount for some of the subtler preferenes whih emerge when the data areexamined losely. I want here to disuss these harateristis more losely, to propose an outlineanalysis and to onsider some of the rami�ations of that analysis.Consider (3).(3) a. What did you buy all in the shops?b. Who did you see all up the town?In these examples and in examples like them the sequene of verb and stranded quanti�er (buyall in (3a) and see all in (3b)) are prosodi units whose most prominent element is the verb.There is a strong intonational break following this prosodi unit (i.e. immediately following



Prosody and Quanti�er Float 2all). This break is marked by a slight pause and by a subsequent drop in pith. These prosodiharateristis are emblemati of the onstrution and they require explanation.The analysis developed in MCloskey (2000) takes as its starting point the lear syntatiparallels between phrases like they all and phrases like who all . If what , who and where arepronouns, as seems reasonable, then the syntax of these expressions is exatly analogous to thatof we all , them all and so on. What is known of the syntax of suh expressions? The order[Pronoun Quanti�er℄ has been analyzed (at least sine Postal (1974: 111)) as deriving froma struture in whih the pronoun follows the quanti�er (sine non-pronominal o-onstituentsnormally follow the quanti�er):Quanti�er Pronoun =) Pronoun Quanti�erPostal named the relevant operation `Quanti�er Postposing' and took it to be a rightwardmovement of the quanti�er. In ontemporary terms, it is most plausibly viewed as an operationwhih raises the pronoun from the omplement position assoiated with the quanti�er to itsspei�er position (see Koopman (1999) for a reent disussion and implementation). This rulein standard English seems to be optional (in overt syntax at least ) for oordinate phrases andobligatory (in overt syntax) for pronouns:1(4) DPB��DPjE1G3they J"ÆB��DF2all J"ÆDPF2tjBut if the phrase they all is to be so analyzed, then presumably the WH-variant who all is tobe similarly analyzed:(5) DPB��DPjE1G3who J"ÆB��DF2all J"ÆDPF2tjThat is, we assume that the requirement that pronouns raise from the omplement to thespei�er-position of all holds uniformly|for WH-pronouns and for non-WH-pronouns.Given (5), phrases like who all have an internal struture in whih a ertain ambiguity offatorization will hold in any potential appliation of WH-movement. The lower DP (who) of(5) evidently bears a WH-feature. It should therefore be able to undergo WH-movement. Butfrom the grammatiality of (1), we know that movement of the entire phrase who all also resultsin suessful heking of the WH-feature. Let us for present purposes take the traditional viewthat this is possible beause the WH-feature is instantiated both on the spei�er who and onthe dominating DP (who all), as in (6):1 I will assume here and throughout that all and both are determiners (members of the ategory D) whihtake DP-omplements. Other assumptions are of ourse possible and have been made (for instane that alland both belong to a distint ategory of Q(uanti�er), whih has the option of taking a DP-omplement).The hoie between these alternatives is not, as far as I know, ruial for present onerns. However, if it isliterally and stritly the D-feature whih is required to satisfy EPP-requirements, rather than a broader lassof nominal features (Chomsky (1995: 342)) then there might be reason to prefer the `reursive DP' struturesof the text disussion over the option of taking all and both to be Q-heads whih selet DP-omplements.



3 MCloskey(6) DP[WH℄B��DP[WH℄ jE1G3who J"ÆB��DF2all J"ÆDPF2tjIf other onditions are met, then, both (1) and (2) should be possible. Prominent amongthese `other onditions' are the loality requirements on movement. In the theory of loality ofmovement developed in Chomsky (1995: 38) a target K may not attrat an element  if there isan element � loser to K than , whih ould enter into a legitimate feature-heking relation ifraised to K. `Closeness' is de�ned in terms of asymmetri -ommand|� is loser to K than if K -ommands �, � -ommands  and  does not -ommand �. By this de�nition, neitherone of the two WH-DP's of (6) is loser to the target of WH-movement than the other, sineneither -ommands the other. Both should, then, be aessible to C. We an understand thepossibility of both (1) and (2) (in this variety of English) in these terms.But while it is surely right to treat the two phrase-types in (4) and (5) as being in esseneidential in their internal syntati make-up, there are also important prosodi di�erenes be-tween the two. In the ase of they all (similarly with the other non-WH-pronouns), the quanti�erall is the prosodially prominent element, and the pronoun is prosodially dependent on thequanti�er. This prosodi dependeny is presumably what gives rise to new pronouns like y'allin whih the prosodi weakness of the pronoun has led to the loss of its syllabi nuleus and tothe reation of a new monosyllable. In the ase of who all on the other hand (and similarly forall the WH-pronouns), the reverse is true. The WH-pronoun is the prominent element, and allis weak.Whatever gives rise to this important prosodi di�erene, it is reeted exatly in the dif-ferent kinds of Quanti�er Float that the two phrase-types support|stranding of the quanti�erunder A-movement in the ase of (7b), and stranding under �A-movement in the ase of (7d):(7) a. They all have gone to bed.b. They have all gone to bed.. Who all did you meet up the town?d. Who did you meet all up the town?In (7b) all is a prosodially strong element just as it in (7a). In neutral intonation, the mainsentene stress in (7b) falls at the right edge of VP, and a strong seondary stress falls on all .By ontrast, examples like (7d) show, as we have just seen, a very di�erent set of prosodiharateristis. Just as the quanti�er all in (7) is prosodially weak, and is dependent onthe preeding pronoun, so the same quanti�er is prosodially weak in (7d). It is prosodiallydependent, just as it is in (7), but, when stranded, it is dependent, not on the WH-pronounof ourse, but rather on the preeding verb. The sequene meet all in (7d), as we have seen,is a prosodi unit whose strong element is the verb meet and whih is followed by a strongintonational break.The key to understanding these fats, I believe, lies in realizing that there is an XP-boundaryin the stranding ases ((7b) and (7d)) whih does not exist in (7a) or in (7). This is an importantdi�erene, sine at least one inuential strand of urrent work on the syntax-prosody interfae(see espeially Selkirk (1984), Selkirk (1995), Trukenbrodt (1995), Trukenbrodt (1999)) holds



Prosody and Quanti�er Float 4that the right boundary of an XP plays a ruial role in the mapping between syntati repre-sentations and prosodi representations; it fores the presene of a phonologial boundary of apartiularly important kind|the right edge of a Phonologial Phrase (sometimes abbreviatedC). On the analysis we have developed so far, all is a DP|a DP whih has been voided of muhof its ontent, but a DP nonetheless. When separated from its o-onstituent by stranding,this isolated all will fore the existene of a Phonologial Phrase boundary. No XP-boundarywill exist in that position in the ases in whih all is not stranded, if we make the assumption(whih seems to be universally aepted) that traes are invisible to the algorithms whih om-pute prosodi on�gurations. It follows in turn that there will be an important di�erene inprosodi struture between, for instane, (8a) and (8b):(8) a. All the hildren have left.( )C ( )Cb. The hildren have all left.( )C ( )C ( )CIt is also a widely aepted priniple that the rightmost element of a Phonologial Phrase inEnglish is prosodially prominent (Prine (1983), Prine and MCarthy (1993), Selkirk (1995),Trukenbrodt (1995), Trukenbrodt (1999)) In (8b) then, all , sine it falls at the right edge ofthe Phonologial Phrase should be prominent, as indeed it is.Contrast this situation now with our WH-Quanti�er Float:(9) a. What all did he get for Christmas?b. What did he get all for Christmas?One again, and for the same reasons, there will be a visible XP-boundary (determined by thepresene of all) in (9b) but not in (9a). This will in turn determine the existene of a C-boundaryin (9b) whih does not exist in (9a). The parsing will be as in (10):(10) What did he get all for Christmas?( )C ( )C ( )CThe rightmost onstituent of the Phonologial Phrase determined by all will one again berequired to be prosodially prominent. But now a problem arises. We have already seen thatthe version of all whih o-ours with WH-pronouns is prosodially weak. If this is an intrinsiproperty, then the instane of all whih appears stranded in (10) and the like will be inapableof bearing the prosodi weight required of it by its position. The result is that it is requiredto inorporate and form a phonologial word with the preeding verb. One this inorporationhas been aomplished, the omplex phonologial word so formed an meet the requirement ofPhrase Edge Prominene referred to earlier, whih in the formulation of Selkirk (1995: 565)holds that: \The most prominent syllable of an edge onstituent is more prominent than thatof a onstituent not loated at an edge." In the ase under onsideration, the phonologialword get all plays the role of edge-onstituent for the seond Phonologial Phrase and its mostprominent syllable (get) is indeed prosodially prominent in the required way.



5 MCloskeyIf this general approah is on the right trak,2 then two fators will in general be relevantin determining the well-formedness of examples like (10)|the syntati mehanisms skethedbriey here and disussed in detail in MCloskey (2000), and a prosodi mehanism (prosodiinorporation) whih resolves the prosodi diÆulties whih must arise when all is strandedunder WH-movement.The proposal under development here is that WUE possesses a mehanism of prosodi in-orporation whih merges the stranded quanti�er all with a preeding verb. This inorporationproeeds smoothly when all is immediately preeded by a verb (as in (2) and (3), whih are asa onsequene fully well-formed). But if material intervenes between the verb and stranded allinorporation will suess to the extent that that material is light enough that it an itself begathered up into the inorporation proess. There is a great deal of variability and unertaintyonerning what is `light enough' to be inorporable, and muh of the variability in the data anbe attributed to this fator. It emerges with partiular larity in the ase of stranded preposi-tions. The paradigms in (`pall') are typial. Stranding of all in prepositional objet position isslightly degraded when the preposition is adjaent to the verb:(11) a. ?Who did you talk to all (at the party)?b. ?Who was he laughing at all?When another omplement intervenes between verb and PP-omplement, the degree of ungram-matiality by omparison with (11) is more severe:(12) a. ?Who did you give tea to all?b. Who all did you give tea to?. *Where did you move the books to all?d. Where all did you move the books to?Further, if a prosodially substantial preposition follows the verb, there is also a notieabledegradation as ompared with (11):(13) a. Who all were you sitting beside?b.?*Who were you sitting beside all?The ontrasts among these various ases are almost ertainly best understood in prosodi terms,in that the examples whih are most onsistently aeptable are those in whih the materialwhih intervenes between the verb and the element all is suÆiently insubstantial (in prosoditerms) that it an be inorporated into the verb along with all .Besides providing an understanding of the more subtle variations in aeptability, it ispossible that these onsiderations will provide an aount of why stranding of all under WH-movement is possible in some kinds of English but not in others. It might be that the unavail-ability of the required inorporation mehanism is responsible for the unavailability of (2), (3),(11) and so on in many or most varieties of English. This is purest speulation, of ourse, butit is to be noted that WUE is very distintive in its prosodi struture.2 The proposals just skethed are unfortunately at odds with the onlusion of Trukenbrodt (1999) that onlylexial (as opposed to funtional) projetions are relevant in the omputation of prosodi struture. Thiswould mean that only the right edge of NP (rather than DP) would be relevant for building phonologialphrases. The ruial boundaries in the present ase, though, seem to be DP-boundaries. I don't know howto resolve this tension.



Prosody and Quanti�er Float 6Weighting the ContributionsBringing these prosodi onerns into fous ompliates ertain analytial tasks onsiderably;for a given ase of ill-formed stranding, in partiular, it is often not straightforward to deter-mine if ill-formedness should be attributed to prosodi fators, to syntati fators, or to someombination of the two. However, it is undeniable that both kinds of fators in fat play arole, and the task of understanding their interation an't be postponed forever. As it turnsout, moreover, it is usually possible to make an argument about what the orret weighting offators is in a given ase.In this setion, I onsider a range of suh ases. They are of two types. Firstly, there are asesin whih the prosodi requirement is met in an optimal way but in whih the struture is stillfully ungrammatial. Seondly, there is a lass of ases where all syntati requirements appearto be met, but in whih the prosodi requirement is not met in an optimal way. The hallmarkof this seond lass of ases is that we an hold the syntax onstant while varying the prosodiweight of some ruial element and we an observe that aeptability varies orrespondingly.Broadly speaking, this is the pattern whih we would expet given the modular division of laborproposed.Stranding of all is possible in a post-verbal subjet position:(14) a. Who spoke all at the meeting?b. What happened all at the party last night?These ases an be understood if all is stranded in the themati position and if there is short verbraising in English, perhaps to an Aspet-head above vP. On this interpretation, the examplesin (14) meet all requirements. The syntax is as just desribed and the prosodi requirementsare met in the optimal way, sine stranded all immediately follows V.More omplexities arise in the ase of transitive lauses. The fats are as in (15):(15) a. Who all likes to�ee?b. *Who likes all to�ee?. ?Who likes to�ee all?(16) a. Who all'd like tea?b. *Who'd like all tea?. Who'd like tea all?(17) a. Who all was throwin' stones (around Buthers' Gate) (yesterday)?b. *Who was throwin' all stones (around Buthers' Gate) (yesterday)?. Who was throwin' stones all (around Buthers' Gate) (yesterday)?d. *Who was throwin' stones around Buthers' Gate all yesterday?e. *Who was throwin' stones around Buthers' Gate yesterday all?The paradigm in (15){(17) is explained in the following terms in MCloskey (2000). The relativewell-formedness of (15), (16) and (17) follows if all is in the themati position (as in (14)) andif English has overt Objet Shift. On this interpretation, the -examples of (15){(17) are fullywell-formed as far as the syntax is onerned, but they fail to meet the prosodi inorporationrequirement in the optimal way, sine stranded all is separated from the verbal head. What of



7 MCloskey(15b), (16b), and (17b)? These examples have the interesting property that they are optimalas far as prosodi requirements are onerned but are fully ungrammatial. It seems safe inthese irumstanes to onlude that their deviane lies elsewhere|in the terms of MCloskey(2000), all is stranded in a position through whih the larger phrase who all ould not havepassed in its derivational areer.If this interpretation is orret, there is another expetation. Examples like (15), (16)or (17) should vary in aeptability as one varies the prosodi substane of the material thatintervenes between V and stranded all . This is exatly what we �nd:(18) a. Who all read it this morning?b. *Who read all it this morning?. Who read it all this morning?Similar onlusions exatly derive from an examination of ases involving Raising to Ob-jet/ECM onstrutions. Consider (19):(19) a. Who all did you want your mother to meet t at the party?b. *Who did you want all your mother to meet t at the party?. ?Who did you want your mother all to meet t at the party?d. Who did you want your mother to meet all at the party?(19a) and (19d) are unremarkable|these are respetively the ase in whih all is not strandedat all and the ase in whih it is stranded in its themati position. The intermediate ases((19b) and (19)) are of more interest for present purposes. In (19b) the prosodi inorporationrequirement is met optimally sine stranded all immediately follows V; it is, however, ompetelyimpossible. In (19), on the other hand, all is separated from V by intervening material andtherefore is not optimal from a prosodi point of view. It is nevertheless relatively well-formedand one again the degree of well-formedness varies with the prosodi weight of the interveningmaterial:(20) a. ?Who did you want the kids all to meet at the party?b. Who did you want him all to meet at the party?A broadly similar ase is represented by the paradigm in (21):(21) a. What all did you put in the drawer last night?b. What did you put all in the drawer last night?. ?What did you put in the drawer all last night?d. *What did you put in the drawer last night all?In (21a), there is no stranding; (21d) is fully ill-formed beause all oupies a position in whihthe larger phrase what all ould never liitly appear. One again, the interesting ases are theintermediate ones|(21b) and (21). (21b) is fully well-formed; (21) is intermediate in statusand reations to it are variable and unertain. The interpretation for this situation o�eredin MCloskey (2000) is that both (21b) and (21) are syntatially well-formed. (21) is thease in whih all has been stranded in the VP-internal themati position in whih the phrasewhat all originates. (21b) is the ase in whih all has been stranded in the VP-external ObjetShift position. The di�erene between them|(21b) fully well-formed, and (21) variable and



Prosody and Quanti�er Float 8unertain|is attributed to the fat that the prosodi inorporation requirement is met in anoptimal way in (21b) but not in (21). One again, we an vary the aeptability of this kindof ase by varying the prosodi weight of the intervening material. (22) is palpably better than(21):(22) What did you put in it all last night?Consider �nally the ase of suessive-yliWH-movement. The examples in (23) are fullywell-formed:(23) a. What did he say all (that) he wanted t?b. Where do you think all they'll want to visit t?These are ases (aording to MCloskey (2000)) in whih all is stranded in the intermediateSpe,CP position through whih the phrase what all or where all must pass. They are thus fullywell-formed as far as the syntax is onerned. In addition, all is adjaent to V, and so bothexamples in (23) are prosodially optimal as well. But onsider (24):(24) a. What all did he tell him (that) he wanted t?b. *What did he tell all him (that) he wanted t?. What did he tell him all (that) he wanted t?d. ?What did he tell his friends/Mikey all (that) he wanted t?e. *What did he tell all his friends/Mikey (that) he wanted t?(25) a. What all did he say to him that he wanted to buy t?b. *What did he say all to him that he wanted to buy t?. ?What did he say to him all that he wanted to buy t?d.?*What did he say to his friends all that he wanted to buy t?e. *What did he say all to his friends that he wanted to buy t?(24a) and (25a) are the ases in whih there has been no stranding. (24b,e) and (25b,e) areprosodially optimal in that all immediately follows V; yet they are fully ungrammatial. This isbeause all is in a position whih annot be one through whih suessive-yliWH-movementhas passed. If movement proeeds from Spe,CP to Spe,CP, we understand (24b,e) and (25b,e).In (24,d) and (25,d) it is plausible to believe that all is in the spei�er of CP, and they are,as a onsequene, syntatially well-formed. But they are in violation of the requirements ofprosodi inorporarion beause all is separated from V. As a onsequene they are not fullywell-formed but are rather variable and unertainly judged, as are all examples in this ategory.One again, we an move the examples in the diretion of full aeptability by reduing theprosodi substane of the intervening material. This last onsideration is what aounts for thedi�erene in aeptability between (24), (25) and the (muh worse) (24d), (25d).Closing RemarksThere is muh here that remains unertain. What one would really like would be instrumentalrather than impressionisti measures of the prosodi e�ets disussed here. The situation seemslear enough though at least in outline. It is very lear that syntati and prosodi fators both
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